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What a huge pocket Mother Kangaroo has! It is so comfortable for her baby to feed and sleep inside.
The penguins live in a faraway place of ice and snow called Antarctica. The babies keep warm under their mother’s fluffy feathers.
Danger! When Mother Chicken calls out, all her chicks come running to hide under her wings. Now they are not afraid of anything!
The baby-carrying toad has many little nests on her back to carry her babies everywhere.
These little fish have hatched in their mother’s mouth, where they also hide if there is any danger.
Mother Sloth hangs upside down on a tree. Where is her baby sitting?
The pangolin carries her babies on her tail. When danger comes, she curls herself up into a ball, with her babies safe inside.
Baby whale doesn’t swim very well. Its parents are teaching it how.
Baby elephant stands under his mother to keep out of the hot sun and the rain.
Baby opossums tie their tails onto their mother’s. What fun to ride along while Mother hunts for food!
The beaver lives in a stream in the woods. It can dig holes, build houses, catch fish, and even walk on its two hind legs, carrying its little ones.
Look how fast the bat is flying with her baby hanging on!
Mother Raccoon is giving her baby a bath. How happy they look!
The panda lives in China and eats bamboo. Mother Panda puts her precious baby in her mouth in case of danger.
Mother Cat likes to hide her young ones in a mysterious place. If they are disturbed, she will pick them up by the scruff of the neck and carry them away.
When they go for a walk, all the baby shrews hold on to the tail in front. Mother Shrew leads the way.
Mother Monkey likes her babies very much. She feeds them, plays with them and keeps their fur very clean.